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TEN MYTHS ABOUT INTERCULTURAL LEARNING
1) Being online (or in the vicinity) with those who are different is sufficient.
2) Learning/understanding will happen through an “Intercultural activity.”
3) Learning about the “ tip of the cultural iceberg “ is sufficient.
4) No special preparation is needed for intercultural interactions – just
bring people together and let them work together.
5) It’s best to “throw” people into uncomfortable cultural situations since
that’s the way they can learn the most.
6) Intercultural contact (online or in person) can lead to intercultural
understanding and integration.
7) Language fluency and/or cultural knowledge equates with cultural
fluency/competency.
8) Having an instructor from a different cultural background will result in
an increase in participants’ intercultural learning and understanding.
9) Spending a limited amount of time in another culture means that person
is an expert on that particular culture.
10) We can measure impact by number of students completing the course.
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Debunking these myths:


Allport (1954): Contact Hypothesis –Criteria for successful intercultural contact :
a) Equal Status
b) Common Goals
c) Intergroup Cooperation
d) Mutual support of authorities, laws or customs



Bennett (1993): Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity:
Six Stages- Denial, Defense/Polarization, Minimization, Acceptance, Adaptation,
Integration



Deardorff (2009): Intercultural Competence Framework – lifelong process, involves
more than knowledge

Attitudes:
Respect (valuing other
cultures);
Openness (withholding
judgment);
Curiosity & discovery
(tolerating ambiguity)

Knowledge &
Comprehension: Cultural
self-awareness, deep cultural
knowledge, sociolinguistic
awareness

SKILLS: To listen, observe
& evaluate; To analyze,
interpret & relate

Desired External
Outcome:

Desired Internal
Outcome:

Effective and
appropriate
communication &
behavior in an
intercultural situation

Informed Frame of
Reference Shift
(adaptability, flexibility,
ethnorelative view,
empathy)
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Measuring intercultural learning:


Importance of setting clear goals and specific, measurable learning
outcomes, including defining terms



Over 100 intercultural assessment tools (indirect measures)



Importance of using a mixed methods approach (direct and indirect
evidence) – beyond numbers! Critical reflection is key in online courses.



Importance of aligning measures with outcomes
Examples:
*Become aware of one’s response to cultural difference – use IDI
(Intercultural Development Inventory)
*Articulate 3 different cultural perspectives on a particular issue – use
critical essay
* Understand personal attributes leading to intercultural success – use IES
(Intercultural Effectiveness Scale)

USE the assessment data collected to provide feedback to students = coach
them on their intercultural development
_____________________________________________________________
FIRST STEPS:


1) What is the intercultural destination for my students? What do I want them to be able to
do or achieve interculturally by the end of my course (ie specific aspects of intercultural
competence development)?
2) How will I help them reach this intercultural destination throughout the course? (ie
readings, offline assignments, group projects, online discussions, etc)

3)

How will I know when my students have reached that intercultural destination or at least
are moving in the direction of that destination? (ie evidence collected through critical
reflection, e-portfolio assignments, embedded course assignments, peer/collaborative
assessments, etc – with corresponding clearly delineated rubrics)
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